Emerging role of brain metastases in the prognosis of breast cancer patients
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Abstract: Cancer starts with one rogue cell. Through mutations and genomic alterations, the cell acquires specific and stem cell-like characteristics necessary for invasion of a distant organ and ultimately metastasis. Metastatic brain cancer is a particularly formidable disease because of its poor prognosis and the highly resistant nature of the tumor to chemotherapy. Although several types of primary tumors have a tendency to metastasize to the brain, the incidence of brain metastases has increased dramatically in some subsets of breast cancer patients. Several conventional treatments are available, but success is limited and often short-lived. Given that no standard treatment options exist, there is a significant need to investigate the biology of these clinically recalcitrant tumors.
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Introduction

The brain has increasingly become the site of untreatable relapse in breast cancer. An estimated 40,000 women die each year from breast cancer, the vast majority due to complications from metastases.¹ Autopsy studies have shown that up to 25% of patients who die from cancer develop brain metastases.² The top five primary tumors that lead to brain metastasis are colorectal, renal, melanoma, lung, and breast cancer. Brain metastases have a five-year cumulative incidence rate in 16% of lung cancer patients, 7% of breast cancer patients, and 5% of colon cancer patients.³ The incidence rate in melanoma patients has been reported to be as high as 55%.⁴ However, each type of cancer has a variable period of dormancy prior to relapse in the brain.⁵ The median survival of untreated patients is 1–2 months. Once diagnosed with a brain metastasis, patients have a dismal 20% probability of surviving more than one year.⁶,⁷ Brain metastases are highly resistant to chemotherapy and their poor prognosis is primarily due to this chemoresistance. Treatments such as chemotherapy in conjunction with surgery and radiation therapy can only extend patient survival to 4–6 months. Given the emerging role of brain metastases in the prognosis of breast cancer patients, more research studies need to be conducted in order to create therapies and trials for eligible patients with brain metastases as well as to provide a better understanding of the disease.

Epithelial–mesenchymal transition

During embryonic development, mesenchymal cells form from a primitive epithelium and acquire a morphology necessary for migration in an extracellular environment.
An epithelial–mesenchymal transition is essential to this process. It is characterized by the conversion of polarized epithelial cells into motile cells. Epithelial cells shed their differentiated characteristics, such as cell adhesion, polar and apical–basal polarity, and lack of motility, and acquire mesenchymal features, including motility, invasiveness, and a heightened response to apoptosis. The same regulatory mechanisms that convert epithelial cells to migratory mesenchymal cells, which are crucial to the formation of organs during embryonic development, become abnormally activated in cancer and contribute to invasion and metastasis. An essential difference between the embryonic and tumorigenic process is that the latter involves genetically abnormal cells that progressively lose their responsiveness to normal growth-regulatory signals. The tumorigenic process generates cancer cells with stem cell-like characteristics. These cells possess the ability to evolve, which is derived from the genetic and epigenetic instability inherent in most neoplastic cell types. This instability generates distinct subpopulations of cancer cells within larger tumors, constituting a source of phenotypic heterogeneity. The initiation of an epithelial–mesenchymal transition can occur from several extracellular signals and significant crosstalk, in the form of multiple positive feedback loops, among downstream intracellular signaling pathways and transcription factors. This network of interactions leads to increased stability of the acquired mesenchymal cell phenotype. Recent data have shown that sustained activation of an epithelial–mesenchymal transition results in progressive epigenetic changes in cells. These alterations induce heritable effects that maintain the mesenchymal state even after epithelial–mesenchymal transition-initiating signals are no longer present.

**Primary breast cancer subtypes**

There are several subtypes of breast cancer, two of which are triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers. Triple-negative breast cancers are defined as tumors that lack expression of three receptors, ie, the estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2). Basal-like breast cancers are characterized by the absence or low levels of estrogen receptor expression and the absence of Her2 overexpression, and also express many genes usually found in the basal or myoepithelial cells of the normal breast. Even though a majority of basal-like cancers are also triple-negative breast cancers and about 80% of triple-negative breast cancers are also basal-like, they are not synonymous. Up to 20% of basal-like cancers express estrogen receptor or overexpress Her2. Triple-negative breast cancers encompass other molecular subtypes of breast cancer, including claudin-low tumors enriched with cells that have properties similar to stem cells and features of epithelial–mesenchymal transition, as well as interferon-rich tumors associated with considerably better prognosis than other triple-negative breast cancers. The triple-negative subtype accounts for 12%–17% of women with breast cancer and, as a group, these patients have a relatively poor outcome. Given the nature of these tumors, affected patients cannot be treated with endocrine therapy or therapies targeted against Her2. When Her2 is overexpressed, it is a target for trastuzumab (Herceptin®), a humanized monoclonal antibody. Both triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers are more likely to metastasize to visceral organs, such as the lungs and brain, than they are to metastasize to bone.

At the genetic level, triple-negative and basal-like cancers are very heterogeneous. They account for almost 15% of all invasive breast cancers and usually have a high histological grade. Both types of breast cancer occur more frequently in young African-American and Hispanic women than in young women of other racial or ethnic groups. Women who develop a basal-like breast cancer often have certain features not shared by women without cancer; they reached menarche at an earlier age, they had a higher body mass index during the premenopausal years, had higher parity, and lower lifetime duration of breast-feeding. The risk of basal-like breast cancer rises with increasing parity and an increasing ratio of waist-to-hip circumference, indicating a complex relationship between genetic and societal factors. Basal-like breast cancer cells possess some phenotypic characteristics similar to those of breast stem cells and display gene expression patterns consistent with cells undergoing an epithelial–mesenchymal transition. Cancer stem cells are responsible for a distinct population of malignant cells with metastatic potential. They do not necessarily have to arise from the tissue stem cells, but can also come from other differentiated cancer cells that have acquired the property of self-renewal. Cancer cells from triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers display a profile of cell-surface markers that is similar to that of breast cancer stem cells, such as the CD44+/CD24− phenotype. It is currently unclear if all basal-like cancers are enriched with cancer stem cells or if they have a disproportionately high number of cells undergoing epithelial–mesenchymal transition, the process that enables cells to initiate invasion of distant organs.

Recent research has shown a link between the breast cancer 1 (BRCA1) pathway, basal-like breast cancers, and triple-negative breast cancers. More than 75% of tumors in...
women with a BRCA1 mutation also have a triple-negative phenotype, a basal-like phenotype, or both.12,16,17 Studies have found that basal-like breast cancers and tumors with a BRCA1 mutation have many characteristics in common compared with nonhereditary breast cancers or BRCA2-related tumors. They both rarely have amplifications of the cyclic-D1 gene, they both express lower levels of p27, and express higher levels of S-phase kinase associated protein 2, cyclin E, fascin, caveolins 1 and 2, osteonectin, and caspase 3.12,21,22 One study found that both basal-like breast cancer and BRCA1-related breast cancer have a defect in maintaining normal chromosome X inactivation. This suggests that similarity between the two tumor types could lie in chromatin remodeling.12 Recent experiments have found that levels of BRCA1 protein may be lower in grade 3 tumors that do not express the estrogen receptor or progesterone receptor and possess a more basal-like phenotype than other types of breast cancer. This downregulation could be mediated by epigenetic changes.12 One study showed that mice deficient in both Brca1 and p53, a tumor suppressor gene, in mammary epithelial cells developed tumors that were both triple-negative and basal-like in nature. The resulting tumors were very similar to those that occur in humans with a BRCA1 mutation. This suggests that brca1 plays a permissive role in the transition of undifferentiated breast cells to their more mature counterparts.12

Triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers show aggressive clinical behavior. The survival curve for patients with either type of breast cancer has a sharp decrease during the first 3–5 years after diagnosis.12 However, a distant relapse is much less common in later years. After 10 years, estrogen receptor-positive cancer patients are more likely to relapse than are those with estrogen receptor-negative tumors.12,23 There is some hope for a small subgroup of patients with either triple-negative or basal-like breast cancer. This population is markedly sensitive to chemotherapy and is associated with a good prognosis when treated with conventional chemotherapy agents. Some triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers have a dysfunctional BRCA1 pathway, which may make them vulnerable to certain therapies.

Many studies have shown that angiogenesis is involved in breast cancer metastases to the brain. Brain metastatic tumors showed more angiogenesis but lower vascular permeability than did the primary breast cancer, suggesting that the cranial environment is leakage-resistant but proangiogenic.24,25 There are several essential factors for breast cancer metastasis, ie, vascular endothelial growth factor, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), and the chemokine receptor, CXCR4. One study confirmed that vascular endothelial growth factor is expressed nearly four times higher in primary breast cancer patients with brain metastases than in those without.26 Researchers speculated that vascular endothelial growth factor might enhance the transendothelial migration of tumor cells by downregulating the integrity of the endothelium. This was confirmed in several in vitro studies in which increased vascular endothelial growth factor expression was followed by an increase in the adhesion of tumor cells on the human brain microvascular endothelial cell monolayer. Brain metastatic lesions of several variants showed a higher vascular density and released significantly more vascular endothelial growth factor and interleukin-8 when compared with the original cell line.24 One study used a vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-specific tyrosine kinase inhibitor to target endothelial cells and showed a reduction in angiogenesis and further restriction of brain metastatic growth. MMPs are zinc-dependent proteinases that play a key role in extracellular matrix degradation. In a breast cancer brain metastasis rat model, a micrometastasis showed a significantly higher expression of MMP2, MMP3, and MMP9, as well as an increase in MMP2 and MMP3 activities compared with the normal brain. The study showed that the development of a brain metastasis was significantly decreased with treatment using a selective synthetic MMP inhibitor.27 Another study confirmed that in human breast cancer cells overexpressing MMP2, there was a higher incidence of metastasis to the brain.28 An in vitro study showed that brain-seeking breast cancer cells had a higher total and active amount of MMP1 and MMP9, which provided the cells with a greater migration and invasion capacity.29 The addition of an MMP1 and/or MMP9 inhibitor decreased the amount of active proteinases as well as the migratory and invasive capabilities they provided to the cells.

It is known that malignant breast cancer cells express the chemokine receptor, CXCR4. Many studies have shown that the expression of CXCR4 is consistently higher in primary breast tumor cells than in normal breast epithelial cells.24 When these cancer cells invade the extracellular matrix and circulate in the blood and lymphatic vessels, they are attracted to their ligand, stromal cell-derived factor-1α. The malignant cells then leave the circulation and migrate into organs with large amounts of chemokines. Inside the parenchyma, the cancer cells proliferate, induce angiogenesis, and form metastatic tumors. An in vitro study showed that stromal cell-derived factor-1α could induce blood vessel instability by increasing vascular permeability, resulting in the penetration of breast tumor cells through the human
brain microvascular endothelial cell monolayers. In another study, anti-CXCR4 antibodies decreased transendothelial breast cancer migration as well as vascular permeability. Therefore, it is possible that Her2 could induce CXCR4 expression, and may interact with that chemokine in order to contribute to brain metastasis.

Studies have shown that other chemokines and their receptors play an important role in the development and progression of brain metastases. The results from a recent study that analyzed a set of 142 axillary node-positive breast cancer patients suggested the presence of chemokine receptor, CX3CR1, and its ligand, fraktalkine, are significantly associated with brain metastases. Another chemokine and receptor pair that may be involved in breast cancer metastases is Slit and Robo. The Slit family of secreted proteins are Slit1, 2, and 3, and their corresponding Robo receptors are Robo1, 2, 3, and 4. They play an integral role in neuronal development because Slit proteins function in pioneer axon guidance for neurons in the brain and olfactory system; Slit1 is predominantly expressed in the nervous system.

Studies have suggested that Slit/Robo1 signaling may be involved in the metastasis of breast cancer to the brain. An in vitro study showed that Slit2/Robo1 signaling was capable of inducing directed migration; Slit2 acted as a potent attractor for breast cancer cells expressing Robo1. Circulating Robo-expressing tumor cells, attracted to Slit, attached to the vascular endothelial cells in the brain. The increased activities of MMP9 and vascular endothelial growth factor then facilitated the penetration of malignant cells across the blood–brain barrier.

Another factor involved in cancer cell migration is store-operated calcium (Ca\(^{2+}\)) influx. A set of experiments by Yang et al determined that the function of two known regulators of Ca\(^{2+}\) influx was essential for breast cancer metastasis. The two regulators studied, ORAI1 and stromal interaction molecule 1, have different roles in maintaining store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) influx in nonexcitable cells; stromal interaction molecule 1 is a Ca\(^{2+}\) sensor and ORAI1 is part of a pore that enables store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) entry. Previous studies have shown inhibiting store-operated channels suppressed serum-induced cell migration. Using small interfering RNAs against stromal interaction molecule 1 or ORAI1, Yang et al showed that these proteins are required for the migration of MDA-MB 231 human breast tumor cells in vitro. Furthermore, the cells showed significantly lower levels of metastatic growth. A pharmacological inhibitor of store-operated Ca\(^{2+}\) channels, SKF96365, reduced growth of 4T1 mouse breast cancer cells after orthotopic injections. Thus, stromal interaction molecule 1 and ORAI1 are potential new targets for the inhibition of breast cancer cell migration and metastasis.

There are several conventional treatments, such as corticosteroids, whole brain radiation therapy, surgical resection, stereotactic radiosurgery, and chemotherapy, as well as new techniques available for the treatment of brain metastases. Corticosteroids relieve symptoms by decreasing cerebral edema surrounding brain metastases, but have not shown large improvements in overall patient survival. Whole brain radiation therapy is the most common choice for patients with multiple brain metastases. It is also a popular option for patients with a solitary brain metastasis that does not qualify for either surgical resection or stereotactic radiosurgery. Whole brain radiation therapy is able to control neurological symptoms and has been shown to improve quality of life in about 75%–85% of patients. It can also prolong the mean survival of patients compared with corticosteroids alone. An advantage of surgical resection over both corticosteroids and whole brain radiation therapy is that it allows for pathological diagnosis. By decompressing the effect of the tumor mass, surgical resection may improve neurological symptoms as well and improved quality of life. Compared with supportive care alone, it has been shown to improve overall median survival. However, unless there is an obvious symptomatic lesion, surgical resection in patients with multiple brain metastases has limited use. Stereotactic radiosurgery delivers focal radiation to areas smaller than 3.5 cm, minimizing radiation exposure. It is less invasive than surgical resection and is given to patients who cannot tolerate surgery or have surgically inaccessible lesions. A study showed that the combination of stereotactic radiosurgery and whole brain radiation therapy significantly improved the overall survival of patients with a single brain metastasis, but provided no survival advantage for patients with multiple brain metastases. Chemotherapy is not a very useful treatment for single or multiple brain metastases because the tight junctions of the blood–brain barrier prevent the entry of most chemotherapeutic agents into the central nervous system. However, some drugs have shown promise when used in combination with radiation therapy. For example, efaproxiral can increase tumor oxidation and, therefore, increase radiation sensitivity. Studies have also shown an improvement in median survival when chemotherapy was used in combination with whole brain radiation therapy compared with whole brain radiation therapy alone. Several strategies for new delivery techniques are currently being tested in animal models. The placement of carmustine, an
impregnated polymer wafer that allows for the slow release of chemotherapeutic agents in the resection cavity, has shown success in treating primary brain tumors. It is now being tested in metastasis cancers. Intracerebral microinfusion has shown effectiveness in animal studies but has not yet been tested in humans.

However, therapies can indirectly and negatively influence the course and pattern of metastasis. Treatments targeted against systemic disease may ultimately favor the recurrence of cancer in specific organs. Several studies observed a rising incidence of brain metastasis in Her2-positive breast cancer patients when they were treated with Herceptin. The US Food and Drug Administration approved Herceptin as an anticancer treatment in 1998. It has shown an improvement in disease-free and overall survival when delivered with cytotoxic chemotherapy to patients with Her2-overexpressing metastatic breast cancer cells. However, some patients developed brain metastases, with an incidence of 25%–50%, while responding to Herceptin over a period of 4–24 months. In certain breast cancer patients treated with Herceptin, Her2 overexpression is now known to be a predictive factor for central nervous system relapse. In an attempt to understand this paradoxical reaction, Musolino et al evaluated 54 patients with Her2-positive metastatic breast cancer. The patients studied had several different polymorphisms for the immunoglobulin G (IgG) fragment C receptor (FcγR), an important protein involved in antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity. The authors found a significant correlation between two specific FcγR polymorphisms and patients’ response to Herceptin as well as progression-free survival. The results suggest that sequence variants in the genes encoding the Fcγ receptors can be used to determine which patients are most likely to respond positively to treatment with Herceptin.

Chemotherapy is the current treatment available for women with triple-negative breast cancer; as a group, they have a worse outcome after chemotherapy than patients with other subtypes of breast cancer. As previously mentioned, there is a minority of women with triple-negative breast cancer whose tumors are extremely sensitive to chemotherapy. Neoadjuvant studies have shown treatment to be very effective in these patients. They show a complete pathological response and thus have an excellent outcome. Clinical trials are currently assessing the use of cisplatin and carboplatin to treat these sensitive triple-negative breast cancers. Initial findings suggest that neoadjuvant use of cisplatin results in high rates of complete pathological response in patients with breast cancer who have BRCA1 mutations and perhaps in patients with triple-negative cancer.

Overexpression of epidermal growth factor receptor is more common in triple-negative breast cancer than in other subtypes. The use of cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody, targeted against the epidermal growth factor receptor, is currently being studied in combination with carboplatin. However, triple-negative and basal-like breast cancers often display abnormalities in phosphatase and tensin homolog, which is frequently associated with resistance to anti-epidermal growth factor receptor therapies. A recent clinical target in triple-negative breast cancer is the enzyme PARP (poly[adenosine diphosphate-ribose] polymerase), which is involved in base-excision repair after DNA damage. Inhibitors of PARP have shown very encouraging clinical activity in early trials with BRCA mutation tumors and sporadic triple-negative cancers. In a recent randomized Phase II trial, a PARP inhibitor used in combination with chemotherapy resulted in statistically significant improvements in the rate of tumor regression, median progression-free survival, and median overall survival.

Breast to brain metastases
Breast to brain metastases appear in either the parenchyma or along the leptomeninges. The majority of tumors occur in the parenchyma and follow a vascular distribution mainly through hematogenous spread. In over 50% of patients with melanoma or lung cancer, parenchymal metastases occur simultaneously with leptomeningeal metastases. Clinical symptoms of parenchymal brain metastases include headache, mental status change, cognitive disturbances, and other manifestations that depend on the location of the lesion. Leptomeningeal tumors are less common but can arise through multiple pathways including hematogenous spread, infiltration from vertebral metastases via the venous plexus, and extension along nerves or perineural lymphatics. They need more than three years to develop in patients with melanoma and breast cancer. Clinical symptoms of leptomeningeal metastases tend to be nonlocalizing, such as pain, headache, and cranial neuropathies. Two types of neuroimaging are popular for detecting brain metastases, ie, gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging and contrast-enhanced computed tomography. Magnetic resonance imaging is preferred over computed tomography because it is more sensitive for identifying parenchymal and leptomeningeal metastases. Cerebrospinal fluid cytology has a higher specificity than that of magnetic resonance imaging and can be used to detect leptomeningeal metastases as well.
Studies have revealed that directly or indirectly, an individual’s genetic background can determine metastasis susceptibility in breast cancer.\(^{56}\) Population genetics studies have delineated inherited tendencies to develop cancer and suggested the existence of alleles that predispose individuals to breast cancer metastasis.\(^{56,57}\) A study combining gene expression analysis and population genetics revealed that tumors from premenopausal African-American patients expressed a gene signature that represents the basal subtype of breast cancer with a higher prevalence than did those from Caucasian patients. This polygenic signature correlates with aggressive metastatic relapse. Using a quantitative trait locus analysis and multiple cross-mapping study, researchers identified a single nucleotide polymorphism in SIPA1, a GTPase-activating protein that inhibits RAP1 and RAP2 activity, which determined metastatic susceptibility. This single nucleotide polymorphism resulted in an amino acid substitution that hinders GTPase-activating protein function, attenuating pulmonary metastasis. Polymorphisms of this kind have been reported in human breast cancer samples and correlate with poor prognosis. The pleiotropic effects of these genetic and allelic factors might contribute to multiple steps in malignant progression, from the aggressiveness of local tumor cells to their dissemination and the onset of distant organ metastasis.

A member of the epidermal growth factor receptor family, Her2/ErbB2/neu, plays an essential role in breast cancer metastasis and overall patient survival. The ERBB2 gene encodes a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase that is elevated in 20%–30% of human breast cancers.\(^ {24,58-60}\) The elevation results from genomic amplification of the ErbB2 proto-oncogene and transcriptional upregulation of the ErbB2 promoter.\(^ {24}\) Patients with overexpression of Her2 had a worse overall survival because this predicts tamoxifen resistance in the primary tumor. Furthermore, Her2 overexpression has been shown to be associated with the brain metastatic phenotype. The correlation between Her2 overexpression in primary breast cancers and subsequent brain metastases is 97%.\(^ {51}\) Thus, Her2 amplification is an important risk factor for brain metastasis.

Upon activation, Her2 phosphorylates many downstream molecules that activate a variety of signaling cascades. By activating different pathways, Her2 causes changes in gene expression levels for proteins implicated in cell growth, survival, and metastases. Overexpression of Her2 has been found to increase membrane degradation by activating the transcription and enhancing the secretion of MMP9. Overexpression of Her2 also increases the invasiveness of breast cancer cells by upregulating the chemokine receptor, CXCR4. Breast cancer cells that express high levels of CXCR4 increase the permeability of brain endothelial cells, facilitating their invasion into the parenchyma. If a therapeutic drug can penetrate the blood–brain barrier, Her2 directed therapy could be targeted against Her2-overexpressing breast cancer cells growing in the brain.\(^ {24}\) Lapatinib is an irreversible inhibitor of the Her2 tyrosine kinase that can cross the blood–brain barrier. In a study to determine its effects, responses were observed in two of 39 patients.\(^ {39}\)

### Role of blood–brain barrier in metastasis

Of all the central nervous system barriers, the blood–brain barrier exerts the greatest control over the immediate microenvironment of brain cells. Early histological studies have shown that brain capillaries are surrounded by or closely associated with several cell types, including the perivascular endfeet of astrocytic glia, pericytes, microglia, and neuronal processes. Recently, pericytes, perivascular macrophages, and neurons have been shown to contribute to induction of the blood–brain barrier. Astrocytes can regulate many features of the blood–brain barrier, such as expression and polarized location of transporters and specialized enzyme systems, resulting in tighter tight junctions.\(^ {62}\) They tightly ensheathe the vessel wall and seem to be critical for the induction and maintenance of the endothelial barrier.\(^ {2}\) Astrocytes can secrete a range of chemical agents, such as transforming growth factor-\(\beta\), glial-derived neurotrophic factor, basic fibroblast growth factor, and angiopoietin 1, which induce aspects of the blood–brain barrier phenotype in endothelial cells in vivo.\(^ {62-64}\)

Many features of the blood–brain barrier phenotype are subject to change or modulation. Astroglia can release chemical factors and signals that modify the permeability of the brain endothelium.\(^ {2}\) The transcription factor, nuclear factor-kappa B, can alter tight junction protein expression and thus regulates blood–brain barrier permeability.\(^ {62}\) Traditionally, resistance of brain metastasis to chemotherapy has been attributed to the blood–brain barrier. However, recent studies have revealed that the blood–brain barrier is not intact in larger metastases because the metastatic tumor cells release vascular endothelial growth factor, ie, the vascular permeability factor. The blood–brain barrier remains intact in and around experimental brain metastases smaller than 0.25 mm in diameter.\(^ {65}\) More than 70% of brain metastasis cases exhibit enhanced lesions on magnetic resonance imaging due to leakage of contrast agents from blood vessels,
indicating blood–brain barrier permeability. With larger tumors, the tight junctions between the endothelial cells become stretched out. Brain metastasis might involve an active crosstalk between the cancer and stromal cells, as suggested by the unique cell types that constitute the brain parenchyma and their anatomical organization.

Astrocytes are the predominant cells in the brain and maintain homeostasis of the brain microenvironment. Under certain pathological conditions, such as trauma, ischemia, and neurodegenerative disease, astrocytes can become activated, as indicated by the upregulation of glial fibrillary acidic protein. These reactive astrocytes have been shown to protect neurons from injury-induced apoptosis. Reactive astrocytes can also protect melanoma cells in brain metastases from cytotoxicity due to chemotherapeutic drugs. An experiment by Lin et al studied the sensitivity of melanoma cells to chemotherapeutic agents when cocultured with mouse astrocytes or fibroblasts. Their results revealed that astrocytes, not fibroblasts, reduced apoptosis in human melanoma cells treated with various chemotherapeutic drugs. The chemotherapeutic effect was dependent on physical contact and gap junctional communication between astrocytes and tumor cells. The results of these recent experiments showed that the astrocytes sequestered calcium from the cytoplasm of tumor cells. Calcium is one of the most important second messengers transmitted through gap junctional communication channels. It has been shown to play a causal role in cell death. Melanoma cells incubated with chemotherapeutic agents showed an increase in cytoplasmic calcium followed by the presence of fragmented DNA, a characteristic of apoptosis. A flow cytometry analysis of cytoplasmic Ca2+ in paclitaxel-treated tumor cells revealed that coculture with astrocytes significantly reduced cytoplasmic calcium levels when compared with tumor cells incubated with paclitaxel alone. These data implicate calcium sequestration through gap junctional communication channels as a key mechanism by which astrocytes protect tumor cells from chemotherapy. Thus, brain tumors can harness the neuroprotective effects of reactive astrocytes for their own survival. Successful treatment of brain metastasis will require chemotherapy in combination with agents that selectively interfere with gap junctional communication channels. Targeted therapies could include glial fibrillary acidic protein antibodies to tumor-associated astrocytes or short nucleotide sequences complementary to glial fibrillary acidic protein mRNA.

The blood–brain barrier is composed of xenobiotic transporters that expel substrates from the brain into the cerebrospinal fluid and systemic circulation. These transporters also extrude drugs and toxins if they gain entry into the cytoplasm of brain endothelial cells. It is expected that lipid-soluble drugs would readily cross the blood–brain barrier, but studies have found that many of them have a lower permeability than predicted by their lipid solubility. These drugs happen to be substrates for the drug efflux transporters, which are also present in the blood-cerebrospinal fluid barrier, the activity of which very efficiently removes drugs from the central nervous system and so limits brain uptake. Studies have identified numerous efflux transporters that comprise the blood–brain barrier, such as P-glycoprotein, members of the multidrug resistance protein (MDR) family, and members of the organic cation and anion transporter families.

The MDR gene, mdr1, encodes P-glycoprotein (or ABCB1). It was initially discovered as a highly expressed protein in multidrug resistant tumor cell lines. Its expression in the brain has been found in many species, including humans, rats, and primates. In the brain capillary, P-glycoprotein is mainly expressed at the luminal membrane where it serves as an efflux pump, restricting or preventing entry of substrates into the brain parenchyma. Interestingly, many of the chemotherapeutic agents used in clinical practice were discovered to be substrates for P-glycoprotein. In Mdr1 knockout mice, researchers observed an increase in the brain of P-glycoprotein substrates from the circulation compared with wild-type mice. Similarly, animals treated with inhibitors of P-glycoprotein showed increased amounts of P-glycoprotein substrates in the central nervous system. Mice with a xenograft glioblastoma tumor were given paclitaxel and a P-glycoprotein inhibitor and showed an increased brain concentration of paclitaxel and improved tumor response compared with animals given paclitaxel alone. This increased penetration of drugs after P-glycoprotein inhibition has been confirmed in a human study.

There are other important transporters involved in forming the blood–brain barrier, including MDR1 through MDR9, all members of the ABCC family of transporters. The transporter ABCG2 (or BCRP) was initially named the breast cancer-resistant protein because it was first discovered in a chemotherapy-resistant breast cancer cell line. It has been detected in the capillary endothelial cells of the brain in humans as well as in other species, and is mainly expressed on the luminal surface. Based on mRNA expression levels, ABCG2 may be even more strongly expressed than either P-glycoprotein or MDR1. In one study, Bcrp1
knockout mice had a 2.5-fold increase in brain concentration of a substrate for ABCG2 compared with wild-type mice. Similarly, another study found that coadministration of an ABCG2 substrate and inhibitor resulted in a 4.2-fold increase in brain penetration. Organic anion and cation transporter families have also been found in the brain endothelium. They typically exchange anions and cations, respectively, across concentration gradients from the blood to the brain, or vice versa. The exact location of transporters from the organic anion transporter and organic cation transporter families as well as those from the organic anion-transporting polypeptide family is unclear. Studies determining the role of organic anion transporters and organic anion-transporting polypeptides in forming the blood–brain barrier are difficult to perform, given the overlapping substrate specificity of organic anion transporters and organic anion-transporting polypeptides with ABC transporters.

Primary and metastatic tumors produce changes in the expression of xenobiotic transporters. The expression level of P-glycoprotein in blood vessels supplying melanoma central nervous system metastases was only 5% of that seen in normal brain tissue. Similarly, the vasculature around central nervous system lung metastases had just 40% of the P-glycoprotein expression found in normal brain vasculature. Two different studies found conflicting levels of P-glycoprotein expression in the vasculature of malignant gliomas. Becker et al found diminished expression compared with normal brain vasculature, while Toth et al found no difference between tumor vasculature and normal tissue. Haga et al also found no difference in the expression level of P-glycoprotein and MDR2 between normal brain and malignant glioma cells. However, they did find increased expression of MDR1 and MDR3 in the endothelial cells forming the vasculature around tumor sites.

**Mesenchymal–epithelial transition**

Distant metastases derived from primary cancers are largely composed of cancer cells with an epithelial phenotype closely resembling that of cancer cells in the primary tumor. In order to disseminate, cancer cells must pass through an epithelial–mesenchymal transition and acquire mesenchymal features, but the resulting metastases look like the primary cancers at the histopathological level. Following metastatic spread and colonization, a mesenchymal–epithelial transition usually converts disseminated mesenchymal cancer cells back to a more differentiated epithelial cell state. In the absence of signals that actively promote the induction and continued expression of an epithelial–mesenchymal transition, many normal and neoplastic cells will revert back to the epithelial state through a transcriptional default mechanism. For example, several studies have shown that the DNA methylation status of the CDH1 promoter, ie, the gene for E-cadherin, an essential cell adhesion molecule, varies at different stages of the metastatic process. In primary breast cancers, the tumor cells that undergo transient hypermethylation and silencing of CDH1 expression are more invasive and metastatic. However, E-cadherin expression is reinduced in metastases and is accompanied by demethylation of the CDH1 promoter. Epithelial–mesenchymal transitions and their converses, ie, mesenchymal–epithelial transitions, are central regulators of cellular plasticity in cancers. They have important roles in therapeutic resistance, tumor recurrence, and metastatic progression.

**Difficulty with treatment**

Primary brain malignancies are intrinsically resistant to most chemotherapies, and metastases are often associated with resistance to treatment. This might be due to cell-intrinsic mechanisms, such as genetic alterations, that confer drug resistance after a period of therapeutic response. Cancer cells in the central nervous system could be shielded by the blood–brain barrier from drug delivery or protected by survival signals from the host microenvironment. The unique structure of the blood–brain barrier limits the effectiveness of current treatments. However, there is a breakdown of the blood–brain barrier in brain tumors. During inflammation, certain released agents have the ability to increase the permeability of the brain endothelium, as shown in Figure 1. Bradykinin acts on endothelial bradykinin B2 receptors to raise intracellular Ca2+ concentrations and open tight junctions. Tumor necrosis factor-α can further increase blood–brain barrier permeability by directly acting on the endothelium and by initiating interleukin-1β release from astrocytes via an immunoregulatory loop. The blood–brain barrier is greatly impaired only in larger tumors in terms of transporter expression and function, as well as in terms of endothelium permeability. This allows a sufficient amount of chemotherapy to reach the tumor and effect a response. In smaller aggregates of metastatic tumor cells, the disruption of the blood–brain barrier is less significant. Because a smaller amount of drug reaches these micrometastases, they can grow, develop neovascular structures, and ultimately reach a clinically significant size.

There are three general methods in use to increase drug delivery to the brain. The first is the administration of chemotherapy agents directly into the central nervous system.
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Using Ommaya reservoirs, intrathecal injections, intra-arterial injections, or high-dose systemic therapy. Although this approach has found success, toxicities can be significant. The second method is to disrupt the blood–brain barrier and then administer chemotherapy. In order to increase the central nervous system penetration of chemotherapy agents, the blood–brain barrier is often disrupted with hypertonic solutions, such as mannitol. Another agent that disrupts the blood–brain barrier is RMP-7, a synthetic analog of the peptide, bradykinin. It is specific for the bradykinin-P2 receptor, which participates in the modulation of tight junctions in brain endothelial cells. In preclinical models,

Figure 1 Examples of astroglial-endothelial signaling in infection or inflammation, stroke or trauma, leading to opening of the blood–brain barrier and disturbance of brain function. Bradykinin, produced during inflammation in stroke or brain trauma, acts on endothelial and astroglial bradykinin B2 receptors, leading to an increase in the concentration of intracellular Ca2+. In astrocytes, this can trigger the production of IL-6 through activation of nuclear factor-kB. Bradykinin, substance P, 5-HT (serotonin) and histamine acting on astrocytes can lead to the formation of ATP and PGs, with effects on vascular tone and endothelial permeability by mechanisms that are known to involve endothelium. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), formed in infections, leads to the release from microglia of TNFα, IL-1β, and reactive oxygen species (including O2−), all of which have the ability to open the blood–brain barrier. Lipopolysaccharide tPA production via TGFβ1, but there is still sufficient tPA to open the blood–brain barrier, leading to an influx of tPA from the blood. Following disruption of the blood–brain barrier involving a decrease in agrin expression, K+ and Glu from the blood can reach the brain extracellular space. AQP4 is upregulated on the astroglial endfeet, leading to astroglial swelling. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Publishing Group, copyright 2006.

Abbreviations: IL, interleukin; NF-κB, nuclear factor-κB; 5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine; PGs, prostaglandins; TNFα, tumor necrosis factor-α; tPA, tissue plasminogen activator; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-β; Glu, glutamate; AQP4, aquaporin 4; ET1, endothelin 1.
RMP-7 has been found to increase the brain concentration of a chemotherapy agent using intracarotid or intravenous administration. Unfortunately, this activity was not observed in several Phase II trials. The third approach is to deliver chemotherapy drugs with an agent that inhibits the drug transporters of the blood–brain barrier. In preclinical trials, researchers found a higher central nervous system penetration of chemotherapy agents after inhibition of ABCG2. Over the past two decades, researchers have been looking to develop agents that inhibit P-glycoprotein at the cellular level and, thus, increase intracellular concentrations of toxic chemotherapy agents in resistant tumors. However, clinical trials have been disappointing in that promising Phase II trials were followed by negative Phase III trials. However, all hope is not lost. In animal models, the administration of P-glycoprotein inhibitors has been found to increase intracranial concentrations of chemotherapy agents.

There are several creative strategies to deliver drugs across the blood–brain barrier currently being tested in both in vitro and in vivo models. The human brain microvascular endothelial cell is a widely used in vitro model system that mimics the in vivo human blood–brain barrier. With this model, researchers have used nanoparticles to facilitate the entry of drugs into the brain parenchyma. They encapsulated chemotherapy agents and other drugs in 250 nm diameter nanoparticles using poly(butyl)cyanoacrylate. The nanoparticles were then endocytosed by the blood–brain barrier endothelium and the drug was free to diffuse into the brain parenchyma. Using animal models, researchers tested the delivery of drugs across the blood–brain barrier by tagging or attaching liposome-containing drugs to an antibody that recognizes receptors along the endothelium. Endogenous large-molecule peptides, such as transferrin, insulin, and leptin, cross the blood–brain barrier via receptor-mediated transport by attaching to such receptors. The monoclonal antibody, OX26, which recognizes the transferrin receptor, was attached to a liposome containing digoxin, allowing the drug to cross the blood–brain barrier. Huwyler et al used the OX26 immunoliposome to transport daunorubicin in an in vivo animal model and found increased brain delivery and higher concentrations of the drug by a factor of four log values when compared with delivery without this vehicle.

Another approach is to deliver chemotherapy drugs with an agent that selectively utilizes the influx transporters in the blood–brain barrier that move substances from the circulation into the brain parenchyma. This is an important strategy, not only to circumvent the efflux capacity of the blood–brain barrier, but also to increase drug delivery to brain tumors.

Potential therapeutic interventions

Micrometastases often remain after conventional surgery, radiotherapy, and/or chemotherapy. By targeting the many diverse signal transduction pathways that contribute to the invasive and metastatic properties of cancer cells, therapeutic interventions have the potential to block tumor progression and prevent metastasis. Given that epithelial–mesenchymal transitions are associated with a poor clinical outcome in multiple tumor types, it is essential to understand the processes that trigger these transitions in order to prevent them. In several studies, an epithelial–mesenchymal transition has been shown to result in cancer cells with stem cell-like characteristics, such as invasion of the parenchyma and resistance to certain therapeutic interventions. Cancer cells with stem cell characteristics are enriched in tumors remaining after standard chemotherapeutic treatments. Thus, inhibition of epithelial–mesenchymal transition is an attractive therapeutic approach. However, the complexity of the signaling networks involved that regulate the induction of epithelial–mesenchymal transitions and the reversibility of the acquired mesenchymal phenotype pose significant challenges to researchers. It is not known when therapies that could inhibit this transition should be initiated. It is also unknown which pathways should be inhibited to be most effective while causing minimal toxicity in normal tissues. The process is further complicated by the similarities between epithelial–mesenchymal transition and normal stem cell programs.

Previous studies have shown that, to produce brain metastasis, tumor cells must reach the vasculature of the brain, attach to the endothelial cells of the microvasculature, extravasate into the parenchyma, proliferate in response to growth factors, and induce the formation of new blood vessels. Vascular endothelial growth factor stimulates the proliferation and migration of endothelial cells and induces expression of MMPs and plasminogen activity. Overexpression of vascular endothelial growth factor in tumor cells enhances tumor growth and metastasis by stimulating vascularity and increasing microvessel density. Studies outlining the important role of vascular endothelial growth factor in progressive growth of brain metastases have shown that vascular endothelial growth factor expression is necessary, but not sufficient, for the production of brain metastases.

Given the important role of vascular endothelial growth factor in cancer progression and neoangiogenesis, several vascular endothelial growth factor antagonists have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration.
increase survival in patients with metastatic breast and colorectal cancers when combined with chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{89,90} Despite their positive effects on established localized tumors, inhibition of angiogenesis can result in increased tumor invasion and metastasis.\textsuperscript{91,92} In a glioblastoma multiforme mouse model, treatment with sunitinib, a vascular endothelial growth factor receptor and platelet-derived growth factor receptor kinase inhibitor, or SU10944, a vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-selective kinase inhibitor, increased invasion. The data suggest that vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitors might precondition the host microenvironment, making it favorable for metastasis.\textsuperscript{91,92} Therefore, the proper timing of antiangiogenic therapy needs to be determined. It is also unclear whether combining these agents with chemotherapy or other treatments can counteract their unfavorable effects.

**Conclusion**

The need to understand the biology behind each step in the metastatic process becomes increasingly important as clinical oncology moves toward personalized medicine. Given that there are many different dimensions involved in the formation of a tumor and its metastasis, treatment will need to be specific to the individual and will have to include a combination of therapies. Treatments should be targeted to different stages of the metastatic cascade as well as the many signal transduction pathways and receptors involved. An analysis of certain transcription factors or the status of specific gene promoters can help researchers determine the time at which different therapies should be implemented.

Using a fusion of experimental techniques, several researchers have exposed populations that are susceptible to certain types of cancers. These groups should be encouraged to participate in early screening and take preventive measures to protect themselves against disease. Researchers have also identified several populations of breast cancer patients that are more sensitive to treatment than others. Therapies should be aggressively targeted against the dysfunctional pathways inherent in those tumors. Future studies may also need to follow a genetics approach to delineate other vulnerable groups and actively target them.

The success of future studies will rest on the researchers’ understanding of the dynamic relationships involved in breast to brain metastases. With so many questions about metastases left unanswered, any treatment that immobilizes a specific pathway, receptor, or signaling molecule in the metastatic cascade will be critical in the fight to find a cure for metastatic brain cancer. However, in order to realize the ultimate goal of conquering cancer, all therapies must target and exploit the weaknesses within each individual tumor.
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